CANADIAN ANIMAL INDUSTRIES AWARD IN EXTENSION AND PUBLIC SERVICE
1991- Canadian Animal Industries Award in Extension and Public service)


Year  Recipient
2018- Daniel Lefebvre
2017- Not awarded
2015- Karen Schwartzkopt-Genswein
2014- Not awarded
2013- H.A. (Bart) Lardner
2012- Marina (Nina) von Keyserlingk
2011- Doris Pellerin
2010- John Basarab
2009- Daniel Lefebvre, Phil Thacker
2008- John Popp
2007- Kim Ominski
2006- Bryan Doig
2005- Lee Whittington
2004- Ed Charmley
2003- Erasmus Okine
2002- Ronald Ball
2001- Paul McCaughey
2000- Timothy (Tim) McAllister
1999- John J. McKinnon
1998- Steve Leeson
1997- John J. Kennelly
1996- Duane McCartney
1995- James (Jim) Dalrymple
1994- E. Janzen
1993- R. Gould
1992- C. M. Williams
1991- J. F. Hurnik